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AlayaCare + Forcura | Integration Value

Your Business Today
Without Forcura With Forcura

Your Business Tomorrow

Staff capacity challenges 

Lost referrals 

Slow and manual workflows

No visibility on document 
statuses

Highly productive staff 

Reduced patient leakage 

Streamlined operations and 
processes 

Documentation insights and 
informed business decisions

In the fast-paced world of home care, the AlayaCare and Forcura integration offers cost- and time-saving benefits for 
agencies and their staff. This isn’t just a tech upgrade; it’s a strategic shift that reshapes the way you operate. 

The Forcura + AlayaCare integration provides solutions to the industry’s most pervasive pain points. Centralizing and 
digitizing documentation from all sources, our cloud-based dashboard can efficiently manage your entire enterprise 
and update patient charts in AlayaCare with a single click. Configurable workflows are the backbone, offering tailored 
solutions for your agency. 

Platform Care Plan ManagementReferral Management
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Workflow VIsualization

BEFORE & AFTER 
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Key Benefits

Forcura’s automated workflow reduces:

40% time in referral workflow 
50% time in care plan workflow 

Traditional Costs:Lower Operating Costs 
Forcura eliminates outdated fax infrastructure, wasted 
paper, clicks and calls with one cloud-based dashboard 
to see, manage and track all referrals, labs, outstand-
ing orders, and other documents and processes. By 
eliminating hard fax costs and seamlessly flowing 
documents into your Forcura Inbox, you say goodbye to 
delays and manual handling, saving time and money. 
The efficiency doesn’t stop there; track all outstanding 
documents and reconcile care plans instantly for expe-
dited billing.

Business Growth 
Leverage Forcura and AlayaCare for transparent  
referral processes, essential metrics for organizational 

Better Performance, Better Outcomes, Better Together 
The AlayaCare and Forcura integration harnesses the power of streamlined operations, accelerated growth, risk  
mitigation, and, ultimately, improved patient outcomes. 

Ready to transform your business? Contact us for more information, a personalized demo, or to discuss how the  
AlayaCare and Forcura integration can elevate your home care agency. 

sales@forcura.com | sales@alayacare.com

67% of businesses are 
losing clients due to 
lost referrals 

73% of businesses spend 5-40+ 
hours manually uploading  
documents to their EMR weekly 

67% 73%

Reduce Risk 
Get summary-level reporting and drill-down data that empowers your  
organization to monitor the health of its operations and isolate  
workflow-related areas that require action. With referral summary, care 
plan management, and staff performance indicators, you can feel  
confident that you are making the right decisions to keep your team on 
the right course.  

HITRUST Certification 
offers assurance of 
data security  

Track all outstanding 
documents and instantly 
reconcile care plans for 
faster billing.

Referral workflow 
queues so your team 
can track in real-time

 Paper

Faxes

Staff Hours

Patient Leakage

Cutting Costs, Not Corners

Quick Poll Results | *Sourced from AlayaCare Live Demo 1/24/24

scaling, cross-service line visibility, and a unified source of truth. Empower your business growth strategically,  
addressing the challenge of losing clients to lost referrals. The integration streamlines operations, eliminating  
administrative burdens for a cohesive and scalable approach to expanding your home health agency.
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